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EP PRESS RELEASE 

OVER AND OUT. 
Self-titled EP 

Artist: Over and Out. 

Release: Self-titled EP 

Tracks:  

1. Adverts 
2. Interlude 
3. 19 
4. Barriers 

Released: 27th June 2014 

Format: Digital/Physical 

For fans of: Brand New, The Xcerts, Seahaven. 

_____________________________________________________________ 

Over and Out released their new self-titled EP on 27th June 2014. 

The new EP sees Over and Out hone their alternative rock sound with an 
eclectic mix of tracks, expanding their loud and raucous noise pop aesthetics. 

Having recently been announced as a support band for Funeral for a Friend 
in September, Over and Out completed a 15-date tour in July in support of 
their new record. The new release pays homage to turn of the century emo-
rock bands Brand New and Taking Back Sunday, but with a fresh approach 
to anthemic and atmospheric noise rock. 

Lead track “Adverts” is reminiscent of 90s-alt acts Fugazi and Mudhoney, 
mixing frantic grungy feedback with a stripped back fuzzy chorus. The record 
ends on “Barriers”, with bassist Billy Marshall repetitively urging to “stop 
making sense of all the things that donʼt make any sense.” 

The EP, recorded in its entirety in the garage of lead singer Steve Harrison, 
displays Over and Outʼs ability as not only songwriters – but also talented 
producers. Over and Out formed in early 2013 in the quaint Lake District, 
Cumbria. The band features Steve Harrison (vocals/guitar), Bradley Neen 
(guitar), Billy Marshall (bass/vocals), Sam Groom (drums). 

Thus far in 2014 Over and Out have been refining their live sound, drip 
feeding new material whilst picking up support slots with Blitz Kids and 
Natives and completing two UK tours. Dodging chemistry lectures and day 
jobs in the process, the band have been proficiently writing new material 
which will lead up to the release of a mini-album in the fall. 


